TIM BRYCE - COMMON SENSE FOR UNCOMMON TIMES
"Software for the finest computer - the Mind"

LIBERAL KRYPTONITE - New Book!

Tim is an essayist and radio commentator who has
written on such things as business management,
technology, politics, our changing world, and profiles of the American character. Tim's work varies
from being educational one moment, to controversial or humorous the next. He describes it as "Software for the finest computer - the Mind" as he is
asking his readers to think about things they either
take for granted or simply overlook.
See all four of Tim’s Uncommon Sense Series at
Tim’s web site (timbryce.com).
Mr. Bryce is available for radio interviews and speaking engagements.

"LIBERAL KRYPTONITE" - Tim's political writings warning America about the liberal agenda.
211 pages; ISBN-13: 9211 pages; 78-1503126893 ISBN-10: 1503126897
Liberals are the true enemies of the country, not outsiders. The point of this book, therefore, is to familiarize
yourself with the enemy. Included are chapters on Problems, Liberals, The Media, Capitalism, History, and much
more. These essays may seem innocent on the surface yet are despised by the left, which is why it is referred to
as "Liberal Kryptonite."
"I enjoyed the optimism many of the articles had and I liked where you talked about generational politics. Overall,
this presented optimism, hope and faith for the people of this country."
- Pat Shelton, Kansas
"A New Contract with America and 10 Most Wanted Lists were excellent as were all the articles on common sense
economic issues. Your writings will definitely help educate people. The essays just wet my appetite for more of
your common sense writing."
- Helena Nunn, Florida
$20 (U.S.) from MBA PRESS at Tim's site (timbryce.com) or on Amazon. eBook (Kindle) version also available.
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